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Research shows us that adults can have a huge impact on what children think about themselves and the world.  

Importantly, it also tells us that the words we use can have a powerful impact on children’s mindsets.   However, it is 

important to remember to be kind to yourself. We all make errors, but for the most part our errors will not damage 

our children and can in fact be used to show how we learn from our mistakes.   Click on the links for more information, 

and the YouTube Icons for videos. 

“Growth Mindset” explains that we can have two beliefs about learning and intelligence. We can have a 
fixed mindset, where we believe that intelligence is something you are born with, and that it cannot be 

changed.  With a growth mindset, we believe that skills come from putting effort in, and that we can always 
improve.  Schools encourage children and young people to use language which promotes the idea that we 
can improve if we keep trying at something. For example, instead of saying “I cannot”, you add “yet” at the 

end!  
Click here for some examples of growth mindset, useful questions and resources to support conversations 

• What is Growth Mind Set for children & teens,” I Can Try”,  & Say Something Else 
 

Children and young people look to their 

caregivers and important adults in their life to 

learn.   

• Speaking positively about yourself and 

using language which shows them that 

mistakes are opportunities to learn and 

grow is important and shows resilience 

 

•  Self-talk, how we speak to ourselves in 

our minds when we approach tasks, can 

be a good place to start.  

Growth Mindset- What is it? 

Modelling Language  
 

Positive Affirmations 
 

Positive affirmations are a practical strategy 

which challenge negative and unhelpful 

thoughts. You can model this and practice it 

with your children: 

“I am a unique and special person” 

“I am enough” 

“I have people who love me and people to 

help me” 

Try making some positive affirmation cards to 
pull out of a jar or write them down each day! 
 
   
 

https://www.esasd.net/cms/lib/PA01001915/Centricity/Domain/12/A%20Parent%20Guide%20to%20Growth%20Mindset.pdf
https://assets.ctfassets.net/p0qf7j048i0q/4S3FmaJLgjpoUzJjYKVTY8/ec379c2479556d19ccd4e0c856a86507/15_Growth_Mindset_Questions_to_Ask_Understood.pdf
https://ideas.classdojo.com/b/growth-mindset
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KUWn_TJTrnU
https://assets.ctfassets.net/p0qf7j048i0q/7KXqaJt2mY7Sd5BRajoSy3/167162c35d6454b2314577d1ebd788a8/Why_I_Can_Do_This_Understood.pdf
https://assets.ctfassets.net/p0qf7j048i0q/3Ksved23rc5yVs9vnkMta8/57479cddd2c0e5150e12c41242a627fe/Try_Saying_Something_Else__Undserstood.pdf
https://www.parentingni.org/family-wellness-project/family-resources/building-resilience/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=71_NkXgAK1g
https://youtu.be/EPuuf6KWaUU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=I55jCHTQwCA
https://youtu.be/WoYQ19ljII4

